“Bridgelux’s product has brilliant color rendering, truly reflecting the distinctive colors for indoor decoration. It enhances and optimized the lighting effect for the hotel.”

-WAC Lighting

Background
Chongqing City is located at the intersection of the Yangtze River and the Jialing River in China. The Chongqing Westin Hotel is a towering building located at the summit of the city, and is one of its most recognizable landmarks. The lighting solution provided by WAC highlights the nobility and elegance of the hotel.

Project
The unique design of the hotel’s lobby is like a walkway above the clouds. The indoor design of other areas of the hotel required excellent control of light to avoid glare, while highlighting the luxury of the design.

Challenges
The designer wanted to have light pour down like water covering the entire lobby wall. However, this design posed a challenge with potential glare.

Solution
- Bridgelux 2700K and 3000K LED arrays
- High color rendering index (CRI) truly reflects the building’s texture
- Deep cylinder design enables the lighting to have a better anti-glare capability

Benefits
The designer applied Vero® Series and V Series™ products throughout the hotel. Bridgelux’s light sources deliver a high quality of light that creates a warm and luxurious environment for visitors. The light sources also reduce operating costs for the hotel and allow the hotel to achieve a balance between high quality design and energy savings.